Customer Name: Texas Tech Federal Credit Union  
Asset Size: Approximately $125M  
Branch Location or Number of Branches: 4 branches

Credit Union Leverages SNL Banker APR Report Building Functionality to Help Manage Regulatory Risk

Texas Tech Federal Credit Union (FCU) proactively seeks to manage and minimize its regulatory compliance risk using the SNL Banker solution.

Client Pain Points: The evolving regulatory environment continues to challenge banks and credit unions in a number of ways. A key to survival, let alone growth, is proactively monitoring the key triggers to regulatory non-compliance which will invite additional regulatory scrutiny and resolving them well in advance of examination. If a financial institution fails to effectively complete this task, they could find themselves under additional regulatory burden. The National Credit Union Administration (NCUA) requires that all credit unions cap the Annual Percentage Rate (APR) of loans to members at 18%. Noncompliance poses risks including fines or enforcement actions.

Previous Process: In the past, Texas Tech FCU had trouble proactively and effectively monitoring APR on loans to members.

The Solution: The SNL Banker solution provides the data and analytics necessary to create an effective, manageable process. Texas Tech Federal Credit Union is leveraging SNL Banker in preparation for regulatory audits. They accomplish this by monitoring the ceiling rate requirement for loans set by the NCUA. With the help of their SNL Banker advisor, Texas Tech FCU implemented a simple data warehouse report which starts with their most recent loan data. They then pulled in the APR value from their core and applied a value filter to only look at loans which violate this regulation (greater than 18%).

---

1 All data herein is as of June 30, 2016 unless otherwise noted.

2 NCUA regulation 12 C.F.R. §701.21(c)(7)(i), which was further informed by the June 2015 NCUA Letter to Federal Credit Unions. At an open meeting on June 18, 2015, the NCUA Board approved a ceiling of 18 percent APR for most federal credit union loans and 28 percent APR for payday alternative loans. The NCUA Board action extended the ceiling for a period of 18 months through March 10, 2017.
How Texas Tech FCU built a simple report in SNL Banker to help manage regulatory risk

Building this report within the data warehouse allowed Texas Tech FCU to see account-level details, including branch and officer information. The combination of this simple information provides transparency and accountability for the loan officers and management to see whether they are adhering to set policies. If discrepancies are identified, management can take the necessary steps to coach team members in how to avoid this issue in the future. An additional benefit of the SNL Banker solution was the ability lower costs by not having to hire additional staff.

The benefits of early detection
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For illustrative purposes only

Like many reports in SNL Banker, the report is meant to initiate action. Early detection is beneficial for strengthening the control environment by allowing loan officers to take corrective action to minimize potential regulatory risk. Also, consolidating the information within one location can provide the loan officer with the pertinent information to take action on the loan and adjust it accordingly without having to look within multiple systems — saving time and allowing the officer to focus on other more productive responsibilities.

Although TTFCU initially used the SNL Banker to solve a specific problem, the positive results have encouraged TTFCU to leverage SNL Banker to further strengthen their internal controls.

The views expressed by Texas Tech Federal Credit Union are their own and not necessarily the views of S&P Global Market Intelligence. Texas Tech Federal Credit Union is not an affiliate of S&P Global Market Intelligence.